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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new efficient strategy for constructing a wireless tree network con-

tainingn nodes of diameter∆ while satisfying the QoS requirements such as bandwidth and delay.

Given a tree networkT , a coredian path is a path inT that minimizes the centdian function, a

k-coredian tree is a subtree ofT with k leaves that minimizes the centdian function, and a(k, l)-

coredian tree is a subtree ofT with k leaves and diameterl at most that minimizes the centdian

function. The(k, l)-coredian tree can serve as a backbone for a network, where the internal nodes

belong to the backbone and the leaves serve as the heads of the clusters covering the rest of the

network. We show that a coredian path can be constructed atO(∆) time withO(n) messages and a

k-coredian tree can be constructed atO(k∆) time withO(kn) messages. We provide anO(n2) time

construction algorithm for the(k, l)-coredian tree that requiresO(n2) messages. We also give upper

and lower bounds for a number of nodes covered by thek cluster heads in random geometric graph

using critical transmission range of connected network. Finally, simulation is presented for various

values ofn andk.1

Keywords: Ad hoc networks, Sensor networks, Backbone, Centdian

I. I NTRODUCTION

A wireless ad hoc network is a network architecture containing a number of nodes distributed

across an area using wireless communication links to deliver information between nodes. The

network topology changes rapidly because nodes’ motion, frequent failures, frequent recoveries,
1 This research has been partially supported by INTEL and REMON consortium
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power limitations and additional problems related to the propagation channels (e.g. obstructions,

noise) [19, 25, 27, 36]. This network provides to users with the ability of spontaneously forming a

dynamic communication system and allows them to access services of multi-hop communications.

However, in order to offer QoS for ad hoc network nodes the wireless networks have to satisfy user

requests with minimum servicedelayandbandwidth.

A wireless ad hoc sensor network contains a number of sensor nodes limited in power and

memory, distributed across an area using the wireless communication links to deliver information

between nodes. Unlike the simple ad hoc network, the topology of the sensor network barely

changes. Currently, the analysis of wireless ad hoc sensor network gains a lot of attention [17,18,

20, 21], because this kind of network can be used in a variety of application areas such as health,

military and emergence. One of the generic types of applications for these networks is monitoring

where all sensors produce relevant information by sensing the area and transmitting it to a central

node called sink node by broadcasting request.

Hierarchical structures have been used to provide scalable solutions in many large networking

systems [14–16, 37]. These networks are composed of large numbers of low-power nodes that

collect some information, which can be sent to the center of the network. Bejerano [16] studied

the problem of connecting static wireless networks by a wired backbone ensuring the QoS require-

ments are fulfilled. The infrastructure provided by [16] is important for low cost and fast deployed

access networks and for providing access to sensor networks. In these networks some nodes are

selected as the gateways (cluster heads) to access a wired/wireless backbone where each of the

cluster heads serves a cluster of nearby wireless users (cluster nodes). In such networks, the ag-

gregation of nodes into clusters controlled by a cluster head provides a convenient framework for

the development of important features such as code separation (among clusters), channel access,

routing, and bandwidth allocation [40,42].
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In sensor networks, scalability is one of the important issues since they expected to operate

with up to millions of nodes. This has implications, particularly with energy, which ideally should

not be wasted on sending data to base stations that are potentially far away. Energy waste can

be prevented by separating the sensor networks into clusters and nominating nodes that carry out

aggregation and forward the data to the sink [41].

In this paper we present a new concept of constructing a wireless subtree network while sat-

isfying the QoS requirements such as bandwidth and delay. The proposed infrastructure can be

used to collect information from sensor networks or to provide services to satisfy QoS constrains

in mobile ad hoc or sensor networks. The motivation comes from gathering data application by

request where the sink node forms a broadcast tree and asks from the sensing nodes to transmit

data from the sensing areas for a certain period of time aiming to minimize the bandwidth and

delay criterions. Our concept uses a subtree network as the backbone, and partitions the rest of the

nodes into clusters in which each leaf of the backbone serves as the head of the cluster. The head

of the cluster plays a role of the gateway to access the wireless backbone for all its cluster nodes.

By selecting a given number of clusters with a limited number of nodes in each cluster and by

bounding the diameter of the backbone, we provide an efficient backbone construction that leads

to a balance between the convergecast and delay constraints.

Let G(V, E) be the wireless network whereV is the set of wireless nodes (|V | = n) andE

is the set of undirected edges representing wireless connection between the nodes. LetT (V,E ′)

be the tree network whereE ′ ⊆ E and letU be the set of leaves in the tree networkT , U ⊂ V .

For any two nodesu, v ∈ V , d(u, v), is the minimal weighted distance path betweenu andv i.e.

the sum of the weighted edges in the tree network betweenu andv. Let dist(v) be the maximum

weighted distance from nodev to other nodes in the network, andsum(v) be the sum of weighted

distances in the network from all nodes to nodev. If P is a path inT , thend(P ) denotes the
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total weight of weighted edges onP . The total weighted distance from all the nodes to path

P is sum(P ) =
∑

u∈V d(u, P ), whered(u, P ) = minv∈P d(u, v) anddist(P ) is the weighted

distance from the farthest leaf inT to the pathP . The centerof a tree networkT is a node

c ∈ T , in which the maximal weighted distance fromc to any other node inT is minimized, i.e.

dist(c) = minv∈T dist(v). Themedianof a tree networkT is a nodem ∈ T , in which the sum of

weighted distances from other nodes inT to nodem is minimized, i.e.sum(m) = minv∈T sum(v).

The transportof a treeT rooted atv is defined as the total weighted distance of packet trans-

missions required to deliver packets from all nodes to the core nodev by a convergecast process

on the tree. The maximum delay of the treeT rooted atv is the maximum weighted distance to be

traversed by any packet in traveling from core nodev to other nodes. The corresponding solution

concepts for convergecast and delay constraints have been considered in the literature as median

and center [1–3]. By choosing the core to be the median node we minimize the convergecast of the

network, but we overlook the nodes at the network peripheral. By choosing the core to be the cen-

ter node we minimize the delay of the network. However, locating the core at the center may cause

a large increase in the total weighted distance from all the nodes to the core. The compromise of

using only center or median as a core, lead to a search for the concept calledcentdian, where the

centdian function presents a kind of trade-off between the center and the median functions [4,5,7].

The centdian functionDλ(v) for nodev in the network is defined by the following expression:

Dλ(v) = λ · sum(v) + (1− λ) · dist(v), 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (1)

The centdian concept is well known in the facility location field [4,5,13,26,33–35,38,39]. Aver-

bakh and Berman [13] considered the problem for finding an optimal location for a path on a tree

network, using combinations of minisum and minimax criteria. They [13] minimized both criteria

separately but did not use the above centdian function. Becker et al. [26] considered the same

problem as [13] with a path length of at mostl on a tree network. Becker et al. [38] dealt with two
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related problems. The first was to find a pathP on a tree network that minimizessum(P ), when

the length ofP and the weighted distance from the farthest leaf inT to the pathP are bounded by

a fixed constant. The second issue was to find a pathP on a tree that minimizesdist(P ), when the

length ofP and the total weighted distance from all the nodes to pathP are bounded by a fixed

constant. Dvir and Segal [7] were first to deal with the centdian function as expressed by Eq. (1)

in the context of ad hoc networks.

The center path of treeT is a pathP which minimizesdist(P ), while a core pathX of T is

a path which minimizessum(X) =
∑

v∈V d(v, X). Jennings [6] presented distributed algorithms

for finding center path and core path in asynchronous networks inO(4) time withO(n) messages,

where4 is the diameter of the network. Additional results on center/core paths can be found

in [6,8–11,22–24].

The(k, l)-core tree ofT is a subtreeT ′ ⊆ T that minimizes the sum of the weighted distances

from the nodes ofT to the subtreeT ′, with preciselyk leaves, and a diameter of at mostl. The

problem of constructing a(k, l)-core tree is a constrained version of thek-core tree problem [8,11]

with an unbounded diameter (l = ∞). Peng et al. [8] were first to present anO(n log n) and

O(kn) time algorithms that solve thek-core tree problem. Later, Shioura and Uno [9] improved

the results for thek-core tree problem toO(n) time. Becker et al. [11] dealt with the(k, l)-core

tree problem and presented anO(n2 log n) time algorithm for arbitrary edge lengths and anO(n2)

time algorithm for equal edge lengths. Recently, Wang et al. [10] presented two algorithms for

constructing a(k, l)-core tree. The first algorithm hasO(n2) time complexity for the case in which

each edge has an arbitrary length. The second algorithm hasO(lkn) time complexity for the case

in which the lengths of all edges are 1. All the above mentioned algorithms are centralized and

therefore, are not applicable for use in networking environment.

The k-center tree is a subtreeT ′ ⊆ T minimizing the weighted distance from the farthest
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leaf to the subtreeT ′, with preciselyk leaves. The(k, l)-center tree ofT is subtreeT ′ ⊆ T that

minimizesdist(T ′), with preciselyk leaves and a diameter of at mostl. Efficient O(4) time

solution for construction ofk-center tree has been shown by Wang [12].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we show how to construct a coredian

path. Afterwards in Section III, we prove that a coredian path is contained in(k, l)-coredian tree

and present a construction of(k, l)-coredian tree. At Section IV we provide an upper and lower

bounds for a number of nodes covered byk clusters. Finally, we show simulation results and

conclude with future directions for research.

II. F INDING A COREDIAN PATH

In this section we will show how to construct a coredian path inO(4) time with O(n) mes-

sages in asynchronous distributed fashion. First we give a number of definitions and afterwards we

show some useful properties that allow us to build the coredian path efficiently.

Let Pv,u be a path in the tree network between nodev and nodeu. PathPv,u is the coredian

path for givenλ, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 if its centdian function achieves a minimum over all other paths in the

tree network, where the centdian function of a pathPv,u is defined as

Dλ(Pv,u) = λ · sum(Pv,u) + (1− λ) · dist(Pv,u), 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Let nodev be a leaf,r an arbitrary

node andc the center node in the tree network. LetPr,v be a path in the tree network such that

Pr,v =≺ u1, u2, . . . ut Â, whereu1 = r andut = v. Definesaved1(Pr,v) = sum(v) − sum(Pr,v)

andsaved2(Pr,v) = dist(v) − dist(Pr,v). Notice thatsaved1 andsaved2 are positive or equal

to zero values. Wang [12] showed thatsaved1(Pr,v) =
∑

1≤i≤t−1 d(ui, ui+1) · size(ui+1) where

size(ui+1) is the number of vertices contained in the subtree rooted atui+1 with T rooted atr.

Definesavedλ(Pr,v) = Dλ(v) − Dλ(Pr,v), whereDλ(v) is the centdian function of leafv and

Dλ(Pr,v) is the centdian function of the pathPr,v, wherer is an arbitrary node inT .

Lemma II.1:Two endpoints of coredian path are leaves of a tree networkT .
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Proof: By definition, the coredian pathP attempts to minimize the centdian function. Jen-

nings [6] proved that the endpoints of the core path are leaves whereas the endpoints of the center

path may not necessarily be leaves. From the centdian function we can observe that thedist(P )

value can remain the same for subpathP ′ ⊆ P during the process of growingP ′ to P ′ = P , but

thesum(P ′) has to decrease. Thus, the minimum of the centdian function will be achieved when

the path touches two leaves from both ends. ¥

Lemma II.2: In a tree networkT , wherec is the center ofT andv is any leaf ofT , saved2(Pc,v) =

d(Pc,v).

Proof: The diameter of any tree network is the longest path in the tree network, where the center

node lies on the diameter. LetPc,x andPc,y be the paths that composing the diameter pathPx,y

in our tree network. Assume thatd(Pc,x) ≥ d(Pc,y). If v ∈ Pc,x, wherev is the end node of

the path (v = x, as shown in Figure 1(a)) then the path that definesdist(v) value contains the

center nodec. Otherwise, we can increase our diameter. Thereforedist(v) = d(Pv,c) + d(Pc,y),

dist(Pc,v) = d(Pc,y) andsaved2(Pc,v) = d(Pv,c) + d(Pc,y) − d(Pc,y) = d(Pv,c) = d(Pc,v). If

v /∈ Pc,x as shown in Figure 1(b), then the path that defines thedist(v) value has to be the path from

v containing the center nodec, which then combines toPc,x. Thereforedist(v) = d(Pc,v)+d(Pc,x),

dist(Pc,v) = d(Pc,x) and saved2(Pc,v) = d(Pc,v) + d(Pc,x) − d(Pc,x) = d(Pc,v) (this case is

equivalent to the case wherev ∈ Pc,y). ¥

The following lemma shows thatsavedλ value is a balanced combination ofsaved1 andsaved2

values. Thus, it shows a relationship between convergecast and delay constraints.

Lemma II.3:Let r be an arbitrary node andv a leaf inT . Thensavedλ(Pr,v) = Dλ(v) −
Dλ(Pr,v) = λsaved2(Pr,v) + (1− λ)saved1(Pr,v).

Proof: By definition savedλ(Pr,v) = Dλ(v) − Dλ(Pr,v). ThereforeDλ(v) − Dλ(Pr,v) =
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[λdist(v) + (1 − λ)sum(v)] − [λdist(Pr,v) + (1 − λ)sum(Pr,v)] = λ(dist(v) − dist(Pr,v)) +

(1− λ)(sum(v)− sum(Pr,v)]) = λsaved2(Pr,v) + (1− λ)saved1(Pr,v). ¥

Lemma II.4:LetPc,l andPc,l1 be two rooted paths inTc from the centerc of the tree networkT

to leavesl andl1, respectively, whenDλ(Pc,l) ≤ Dλ(Pc,l1). LetPc,i be a path in whichPc,i∩Pc,l 6=
∅, Pc,i ∩ Pc,l1 6= ∅. ThenDλ(Pi,l) ≤ Dλ(Pi,l1).

Proof: Let Pc,x andPc,y be the paths that composing the diameter pathPx,y in our tree network

T , assuming thatd(Pc,x) ≥ d(Pc,y). From the definition of the centdian function we have

Dλ(Pc,l) = λ · sum(Pc,l) + (1− λ) · dist(Pc,l)

Dλ(Pc,l1) = λ · sum(Pc,l1) + (1− λ) · dist(Pc,l1).

Figure 2 shows an example of two pathsPc,l andPc,l1 that are rooted at the center of the tree

network and have a common pathPc,i. Sincec ∈ Px,y,

|dist(Pc,l)− dist(Pc,l1)| ≤ d(Pc,x)− d(Pc,y) (2)

and fromDλ(Pc,l) ≤ Dλ(Pc,l1) it follows that

|sum(Pc,l)− sum(Pc,l1)| ≤ d(Pc,x)− d(Pc,y) (3)

Removing the common pathPc,i from both pathsPc,l andPc,l1 gives

|dist(Pi,l)− dist(Pi,l1)| ≤ d(Pc,x)− d(Pc,y) (4)

However,sum(Pi,l) = sum(Pc,l) + X, sum(Pi,l1) = sum(Pc,l1) + X and therefore, according to

Eq. (2),

|sum(Pi,l)− sum(Pi,l1)| ≤ d(Pc,x)− d(Pc,y) + 2X (5)

Thus, according to Eq. (4) and Eq. (5),Dλ(Pi,l) ≤ Dλ(Pi,l1). ¥
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Lemma II.5:Let v be a leaf of the tree networkTc andc be the center node of the tree network.

If savedλ(Pc,v) ≥ savedλ(Pc,u),∀u ∈ U , then the leafv is one of the end points of the coredian

path.

Proof: Define rooted coredian path as a path starting from the root nodez to one of the leaves

minimizing the centdian function over all the paths from the root node to the leaves. Let us define

the coredian path of the tree networkCP = Pl1,l2, andRCP = Pc,l as the rooted coredian path

of Tc, rooted atc. Let us assume that both paths do not intersect as shown in Figure 3(a). Leti

be the closest node inRCP to CP and letj represent the closest node inCP to RCP . Let us

define pathTP = Pl,l2 = Pl,i ∪ Pi,j ∪ Pj,l2. First, we show thatRCP andCP have to intersect.

Notice thatDλ(CP ) ≤ Dλ(RCP ), Dλ(RCP ) ≤ Dλ(Pc,l1), Pc,i ⊆ RCP and thatPc,i ⊆ Pc,l1.

According to Lemma II.4,Dλ(Pi,l) ≤ Dλ(Pi,l1), and following the definition of the coredian path

Dλ(Pi,l1) < Dλ(Pj,l1), thusDλ(Pi,l) ≤ Dλ(Pi,l1) < Dλ(Pj,l1). We get thatDλ(Pi,l) < Dλ(Pj,l1)

or in other wordsDλ(Pj,l) < Dλ(Pj,l1). By adding to both pathsPj,l andPj,l1 the common path

Pj,l2 the inequality is still satisfied and becomesDλ(Pl,l2) < Dλ(Pl1,l2), i.e. Dλ(TP ) < Dλ(CP ),

which contradicts to the definition ofCP . ThereforeCP ∩RCP 6= ∅.
Next, we assume thatCP ∩RCP 6= ∅ andl /∈ CP as shown in 3(b), and we want to show that

nodel has to be one of the end nodes of the coredian path. By definition,Dλ(Pc,l) ≤ Dλ(Pc,l1), and

therefore by Lemma II.4Dλ(Pi,l) ≤ Dλ(Pi,l1). Adding a common partPi,l2 to Pi,l andPi,l1 gives

Dλ(Pl,l2) ≤ Dλ(Pl1,l2). Thus,Dλ(TP ) ≤ Dλ(CP ), which is in contradiction to the definition of

CP . Therefore,CP has to contain leafl as one of its end points. ¥

Lemma II.6:Let Pl1,l2 andPz,l be a coredian paths inT , i.e. Dλ(Pl1,l2) = Dλ(Pz,l). Then

Pl1,l2 ∩ Pz,l 6= ∅.
Proof: Let Pl1,l2 andPz,l be a coredian paths inT that do not intersect as shown in Figure 3(a).
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By definition Dλ(Pl1,l2) ≤ Dλ(Pl1,z), using Lemma II.4 and the common pathPl1,j, it can be

concluded that

Dλ(Pj,l2) < Dλ(Pi,z) (6)

By definitionDλ(Pl,z) ≤ Dλ(Pl,l2), using Lemma II.4 and the common pathPl,i, we obtain

Dλ(Pi,z) < Dλ(Pj,l2) (7)

Eq. (6) and (7) stand in contradiction of each other, and thereforePl1,l2 ∩ Pz,l 6= ∅ ¥

Now we will explain how to find the first end point of the coredian path following the results of

Lemma II.5. First, we need to find the center nodec serving as the root of the tree network, as

shown in Figure 4(a). By starting from the leaves and propagating messages to the root we can

calculate the maximumsavedλ value among the leaves of the rooted tree network and find the end

point of the coredian path. Each leafz ∈ U sends to his parent aFindSave(size(z), saved1(z), saved2(z))

message, wheresize(z) is the number of nodes in the subtree rooted byz (in the case of a leaf,

size = 1), saved1(z) = d(z, pz), wherepz is the parent of the nodez in the rooted tree network

andsaved2(z) = d(z, pz). Any intermediate nodeu, that obtainsFindSave messages from all its

sons in the rooted tree network calculates the following values:

• Usingsaved1 andsaved2 of the sons, nodeu calculates thesavedλ values of its sons and

marks the maximum value ofsavedλ son.

• size(u) = 1 +
∑

sizei, wheresizei is the number of nodes in the subtree rooted at the son

i of u.

• saved1(u) = size ∗ d(u, pu) + saved1, wheresaved1 is the value of the marked son that

gives the maximum value ofsavedλ.

• saved2(u) = d(u, pu) + saved2, wheresaved2 is the value of the marked son that gives the

maximum value ofsavedλ andp(u) is the parent node.
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After calculating all these values, intermediate nodeu sends to its parent in the rooted tree network

a FindSave(size(u), saved1(u), saved2(u)) message. When the root nodec receivesFindSave

message from all its sons, it marks the son yielding the maximumsavedλ and propagates it through

the marked path all the way to leafl. Leaf l marks itself as the end point of the coredian path, as

shown in Figure 4(b), and begins also to serve as the root of the tree network (c ceases to be the

root).

After finding the first end point of the coredian path we compute its second end point. Starting

the same process of messaging, as explained above with our newly rooted tree network, we can

find the leaf which is the second end point of the coredian path, as shown in Figure 4(c). Thus, we

conclude with

Lemma II.7:Given a tree network and a center node serving as the root, a coredian path can

be found inO(4) time withO(n) messages.

III. C ONSTRUCTING THE(k, l) COREDIAN TREE

We present a new structure that can serve as a backbone of ad hoc networks. We call this

structure a(k, l)-coredian tree ofT , which is a subtreeT ′(V ′, E ′) of T that minimizes the centdian

function, having preciselyk leaves and diameter of at mostl.

A subtreeT ′′ ⊆ T is calledl-maximal tree if the diameter ofT ′′ is δ ≤ l and any larger subtree

containingT ′′ has a diameter larger thanl. LetS be the set of alll-maximal subtrees ofT . Clearly,

there is a subtree inS that contains a(k, l)-coredian tree ofT . In order to constructS we proceed

as follows (see [10] for additional explanations):

• Arbitrarily select a noder ∈ V and orientT into Tr.

• Initially, setM = ∅. Then, proceed to iterate as follows:

– Find a leafq that is farthest fromr.

– DetermineU = {v|v ∈ V (Tr), d(q, v) ≤ l}, and put〈U〉 into M .
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– If the diameter of the currentTr is larger thanl then removeq from Tr and continue

the next iteration. Otherwise, stop the algorithm.

The(k, l)-coredian tree problem can be solved as follows:

1. ConstructS.

2. Within each subtreeA ∈ S we find a coredian path from which we construct ak-coredian

tree, using a direct derivation from the algorithm presented in Section II, where ak-coredian

tree is a subtree ofT with k leaves that minimizes the centdian function.

3. Compute a(k, l)-coredian tree ofT from a set of thek-coredian subtrees obtained at the

last step.

The authors in [10] proved that the upper bound of|S| is n, wheren is the number of nodes in

the tree network. They also have shown that a setS can be constructed inO(n2) time. Using

their iterative algorithm to constructS, we getl-maximal tree in each iteration. By constructing

a k-coredian tree from thel-maximal tree and keeping the best(k, l)-coredian tree over the all

obtained results gives us the optimal(k, l)-coredian tree.

The direct derivation includesk − 2 iterative operations, starting each iteration from the first

end point of the coredian path adds a new path to the subtree, to obtain thek-coredian tree. Leaves

propagate to the first end point messages as explained above with a small difference. The subtree

nodes (in the first iteration the coredian path is the subtree) only propagate the messages but do not

calculate and update the values. In the following lemmas we prove that the coredian path has to be

contained in thek-coredian tree. Starting from the coredian path we construct thek-coredian tree

in O(k) time withO(kn) messages.

Lemma III.1: Everyk-coredian tree network intersects every coredian path,k ≥ 3.

Proof: Let CP be the coredian path with leavesl1 andl2 andKCT a k-coredian tree network.

SupposeCP andKCT do not intersect, therefore there is a pathP (i, j) betweenCP andKCT

wherei is the closest node inCP to KCT and nodej is the closest node inKCP to CP , as
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shown in Figure 5 (clearlyi 6= j). Let l3 ∈ U be any leaf ofKCT . By definition of CP ,

Dλ(Pl1,l2) ≤ Dλ(Pl1,l3) and by deleting the common pathPl1,i and using Lemma II.4 we have

Dλ(Pi,l2) ≤ Dλ(Pi,l3). Adding pathPi,j to pathPi,l2 decreasesDλ(Pi,l2) and thereforeDλ(Pj,l2) <

Dλ(Pi,l3). ReplacingPi,l3 by Pj,l2 in KCT results in a betterk-coredian tree, contradicting the

assumption thatKCT is thek-coredian tree. Thus,k-coredian tree network has to intersect the

coredian path. ¥

Lemma III.2: Everyk-coredian tree network contains a coredian path,k ≥ 3.

Proof: Let CP be the coredian path with leavesl1 andl2 andKCT be ak-coredian tree network.

SupposeCP is not contained inKCT . According to Lemma III.1, there are two cases:

• CP andKCT intersect at a single vertexu. For examplePu,l3 ∈ KCT andPu,l2 ∈ CP ,

wheresavedλ(Pu,l3) < savedλ(Pu,l2) andl2, l3 ∈ U . By definition ofCP we can replace

Pu,l3 with Pu,l2 to create a subtree withk leaves that has a smallest cost (in terms ofDλ). It

follows thatPu,l2 has to be a part ofKCT and in the same way we can show thatPu,l1 has

to be a part ofKCT .

• CP andKCT share a common segmentPu,v. In this case at least one of the nodesu, v is an

intermediate node. We can use the above proof to show that replacing pathPu,l3 with Pu,l2

create a subtree withk leaves that has a smallest cost (in terms ofDλ), wherePu,l3 ∈ KCT .

¥

Lemma III.3: Given a tree network, a(k, l)-coredian tree can be found inO(n2) time with

O(n2) messages.

Proof: From Lemma III.2, we know thatKCT containsCP . A KCT can be considered as

an extension of a coredian path by addition ofk − 2 paths. Let assume thatKCT is the optimal
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k-coredian tree. In order to prove that our algorithm works, we need the following facts:

• If CP is a coredian path contained inKCT , using the iterative algorithm starting from

CP we obtainKCT . At any iteration of the algorithm, we look for pathP , where

Dλ(currentTree ∪ P ) ≤ Dλ(currentTree ∪ P ′), wherep = currentTree ∩ P and

P ′ is any path in the tree network thatp′ = currentTree ∩ P ′, p, p′ ∈ V . This fact arises

easily from the way in which the algorithm works. As a result, ifKCT containsCP and

the algorithm starts fromCP , in the end we will generate aKCT .

• Every coredian path is contained in ak-coredian tree. Let’s assume thatCP = Pa,b is the

coredian path contained inKCT of T as shown in Figure 6. Assume that our algorithm

starts fromC ′ and obtainsk-coredian treeKCT ′ ⊆ T . From Lemma II.6 we know that

C ∩ C ′ 6= ∅. Our goal is to show that the paths chosen by the algorithm to add toC ′

are also included inKCT . Let us consider the steps at our algorithm after choosingC ′.

By starting fromC ′ we can add one of the following paths,Pa,f , Pi,t, Pe,h, Pg,e, Pb,e as the

path that minimizessavedλ. If the best path that minimizes the centdian function of the

subtree isPg,e, then we have a contradiction with the fact thatC is a coredian path since

Dλ(Pa,g) > Dλ(Pa,b). In the same way we can also prove that addingPe,h to C ′ leads

to a contradiction. Therefore, we have only three candidates pathsPa,f , Pi,t, Pb,e to add.

Notice thatPb,e andPa,f belong toCP and we can add them toC ′ because they appear

in KCT . RegardingPi,t, its addition toC ′ means that it also appears as an addition to

C (when constructingKCT ). Therefore constructing thek-coredian tree fromC ′ obtains

KCT .

¥
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IV. T HE COVERAGE OF(k, l) - TREE IN RANDOM GEOMETRIC GRAPH

In ad hoc networks, either wireless or sensor, our goal is to build a backbone that will propagate

the messages between the nodes and partition them into clusters, where each cluster has a cluster

head connected to the backbone network. In this section we show upper and lower bounds for the

number of nodes in the cluster areas after constructing a(k, l) tree in a random geometric graph on

the unit square, wherek is the number of clusters and cluster heads,l is the diameter bound of the

backbone network. When we utilize the(k, l) backbone tree network we deal with a backbone that

connectsk clusters, where the leaf of the backbone serves as the cluster head and thel parameter

controls the propagating time and energy between the clusters. Clearly, the transmission range of

the cluster head has a great impact on the number of node inside of the cluster.

It is well known that ad hoc sensor networks have a strong connection to a random geometric

graphG(n, r), which is obtained by placing randomn points uniformly on the unit square and

connecting two points if their Euclidean distance is at mostr [28, 29]. Gupta and Kumar [30]

conclude that, with high probability, the critical transmission range of nodes placed randomly on a

disk of unit area to obtain a connectivity should ber2 = log n
n

, wheren is the number of nodes in

the network. Suppose we have build a(k, l)-coredian tree from a random geometric graph, where

n points are placed uniformly on the unit square of the sizeA > r2

µ
, r2 = log n

n
. We claim the

following:

Lemma IV.1:If the transmission range of the cluster heads isw, wherew2 ≥ 2r2

µ
= 2 log n

nµ
,

the upper bound for the number of nodes ink clusters isθ(knw2 + kl) and the lower bound is

θ(nw2 + k + l).

Proof: Avin and Ercal [31] showed that in a random geometric graph with uniform node density

across the unit square, a square bin of the sizeA > r2

µ
, µ ≥ 1 in connected network hasθ(nA) =

θ(n r2

µ
) = θ(log n) nodes. Each bin has size ofA whereas in our network each cluster head has a
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transmission range ofw. Whenw2 = 2·r2

µ
, the transmission range of each cluster head can cover

4 bin squares and can reach at most 8 bin more squares, as shown in Figure 7(a). Therefore in

each cluster we haveθ(nw2) nodes [31]. Each cluster can stand by itself, therefore we will get

k clusters without overlappingθ(knw2 + kl) (upper bound) or fully overlappingθ(nw2 + k + l)

(lower bound), which leaves only 4 bins covered, as shown in Figure 7(b). Therefore, the upper

bound isθ(knw2 +kl) = θ(k log2 n
n

+kl) and the lower bound isθ(nw2 +k + l) = θ( log2 n
n

+k + l).

¥

V. SIMULATION

This section describes in detail the medium-scale experiment. The objectives of the experi-

ment were to test whether the algorithm actually works and to compare the results with the perfor-

mance of other(k, l) trees. To test our algorithm we have simulate a number of(k, l) trees (core,

center and coredian), where in each simulation we build a backbone, using our algorithm and other

well-known algorithms for the center and core trees, and check the performance of each backbone.

A. Environment

We have used OMNET [32] environment with Pentium 4, 1G RAM, 1.8Ghz processor and

Windows as OS. The following assumptions were made:

• For each node, transmission and reception ranges are different.

• All the nodes are equal in their functionalities and abilities.

• There is no dependence between the nodes.

• We simulate a network withn = 30/50/100 nodes with a variety ofλ andl values.

We define the network behavior in a specific scenario based on predefined parameters:

• Number of nodes in the network.
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• Number of cluster heads (k parameter).

• Maximum diameter of the subtree (l parameter).

• λ value.

B. Results

The main goal of our simulation is to examine the influence of the new(k, l)-coredian tree

as the backbone network. From the obtained results we can learn that whenλ ≥ 0.5, the(k, l)-

coredian tree is similar to the(k, l)-core tree. Figure 8 shows a number of values for the different

simulation parameters for various values ofk. The convergecast value (the total weighted distance

of the nodes outside of the subtree to the subtree) is inspected for core, center and coredian subtree

(λ = 0.25) and observed to be leveled for the core and the coredian ask grows up. Opposite, the

weighted distance to the farthest leaf is the same for center and coredian subtrees. This can be

explained byλ = 0.25 and Eq. (1), thus emphasizing the weight of the center function. It also can

be seen from the simulation values (n = 50) that fork = 2 the coredian path and the center path

have the same performance in terms of convergecast and farthest leaf and fork = 4 the coredian

subtree and the core subtree get the same performance in terms of convergecast and farthest leaf.

However, fork = 6 we learn that the(k, l)-coredian subtree performance is comparable with the

(k, l)-core subtree performance but better than the(k, l)-center subtree performance.

Figures 9–11 show the influence of the network size on the constraints values of the network.

Figure 9, in particular, shows the connection between the network size and the total weight of the

subtrees. From the results we can conclude that as we increase the network size or the number

of the clusters, the total weight of every(k, l) subtree also increases. We show at Figures 10 and

11 the convergecast (transport) and delay (farthest leaf) values of the(k, l)-subtrees. Figure 10

expresses that the(k, l)-coredian tree has obtained lower performance in terms of convergecast

than the(k, l)-core tree but has better performance than the(k, l)-center tree for convergecast
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criterion. Figure 11 shows that the(k, l)-coredian tree has obtained lower performance in terms of

delay than the(k, l)-center tree but has better performance for delay criterion than the(k, l)-core

tree. In summary, we can see that the(k, l)-coredian tree gets a balanced combination between the

delay and convergecast (transport) parameters and give us the ability to chose the balance factor

(either towards the center or the median functions) by setting an appropriateλ value.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We developed a new distributed algorithm for constructing a new(k, l)-coredian tree in ad hoc

network, based on processing local information of the network. This new subtree can serve as a

backbone for a network, where intermediate nodes serve as the backbone subtree and the leaves

serve as the heads of the clusters covering the rest of the network. We also give an upper and lower

bounds to a number of nodes covered by thek cluster heads in random geometric graph using

critical transmission range of connected network. We test our new algorithm using the simulation

and have shown that for various network size this algorithm can be used as the backbone tree. An

interesting future research direction is to seek for a self-stabilizing solution to the(k, l)-coredian

tree problem in ad hoc network, when it get partitioned or connected. Analysis of a model where

one assumes some distribution for the velocities of the nodes also seems an attractive research

direction. As for the future work, we consider extending our ideas to capture and combine node

placement, network lifetime criteria, and data traffic management.
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